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Nesta is an innovation foundation. For us, innovation means 

turning bold ideas into reality. It also means changing lives 

for the better. This is what keeps us awake at night and gets 

us out of bed in the morning.

About Nesta |Our purpose

We bring bold ideas to 

life to change the 

world for good.



Why are we in this space?

the problem the impact the opportunity

The labour market is 
opaque & facing 

disruption

The LM is difficult to 
navigate for workers 

and employers

We can facilitate the 
provision of labour 
market intelligence



Open Jobs Observatory

● Primary aim: To begin creating an infrastructure 

that will deliver open and up-to-date insights on 

UK skill demands.

● Secondary aim: To provide an open codebase, 

infrastructure and methodology for extracting 

insights from online job adverts.



● Timely

● High coverage

● Granular 

● Free-text

● Link together LMI variables

The strengths of job adverts



Open Jobs Observatory

● Phases:

a. Job advert collection (with permission) 

b. Extracting insights from job adverts

c. Sharing insights

● Timeline: Start collection in Jan-Feb; First outputs 

in June.



Open Jobs Observatory

Job profiles

• Frequently requested skills

• Salary range

• Qualification levels

Weekly stock of jobs broken down by

• Occupation (SOC + ideally ESCO)

• Industry (SIC)

• Location (Regions / LEPs)

• Skill

Growth in demand by

• Skill group

• Occupation group



Open Jobs Observatory

Methodology

1. Deduplication

2. Assign occupations

3. Assign industries

4. Calculate weights

5. Extract skills & qualification levels

6. Extract salaries & locations



Mapping Career Causeways

Karlis Kanders, Jyldyz Djumalieva and Cath Sleeman
Funded by JP Morgan Chase & Co.



At a glance

We’ve measured the 

similarities between 

1,600+ occupations...

...based on the skills 

and work activities 

required in each role

More similar jobs are 

placed closer to each 

other



Use cases

1. Supporting job transitions

by identifying viable and desirable transitions
I work in Occupation A. What other occupations could I move to? 

2. Providing skill recommendations
I want to move from Occupation A to Occupation B. What skills do I need?

I want to undertake training. Which one skill would most expand my options?

3. Supporting workers at risk

by mapping the impact of shocks
Which workers will find it most difficult to escape automation risk?



Use case 1: Supporting job transitions



High-risk occupations may find it 
hard to escape automation risk

Use case 3: Supporting workers at risk
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Use of online job vacancies data for policy 
analysis in BEIS

David Rosenfeld
Advanced Analytics
December 2020



Overview

• First project 2 years ago…

• … and intensive use since March 2020.

• 3 examples of how BEIS uses online vacancies data:

– Monitoring labour markets during Covid-19

– Monitoring labour market impact of government interventions

– Tracking innovation diffusion
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Case study 1: monitoring the 
economy since lockdown
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Overview

• Since UK lockdown, BEIS monitors real-time indicators

• Online vacancies data allows us to monitor in real time, but also to get more detail 
into specific aspects of the economy we are interested in.

• AA developed a real-time indicator dashboard with a number of indicators, 
including Burning Glass, which was reported on daily, including cuts by region, 
sector and pay categories.
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Burning Glass data showed a strong dip in vacancies during the 
first lockdown, which has largely recovered to historic levels…
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At a sectoral level, the composition of vacancies has shifted…
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…while working from home options are increasingly mentioned in 
job vacancies
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Case study 2: local labour 
market impact of Hinkley 
Point C
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Background

• Can we use Burning Glass to shed light on job creation of government projects and 
interventions?

• We did a very small example with Hinkley Point, to see whether Burning Glass data 
was able to deliver interesting insights.

• Approach: analyse job vacancies that mention ‘Hinkley Point’ in the job vacancy text

• Note: this analysis was run on an experimental basis
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There was a noticeable jump in vacancies mentioning ‘Hinkley
Point’ following approval of the project

10

Government 
agrees project



Nuclear, civil engineering and project management skills are in 
relatively higher demand for Hinkley Point vacancies
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Top Hinkley Point Skills Demand relative to the UK Average



On site skills are relatively more focused on engineering, 
implementation and catering than in Bristol and London
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Top Hinkley Point Skills by area relative to Local Area (left), Bristol (middle) and London (right)



Case study 3: tracking 
innovation diffusion
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Background

• BEIS found that while UK performs highly in terms of 
innovation (4th according to the Global Innovation 
Index 2018) it ranked less well in terms of 
knowledge diffusion (30th)

• We set up a pilot project conducted by Faculty to 
see whether Burning Glass data could shed light on 
adoption of technologies in labour markets.

• Two approaches:

– List of technologies/keywords of interest

– ‘Organic’ approach extracting keywords displaying 
strong growth over the period under consideration
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We were able to track growth in adoption of technologies over 
time
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AI Additive manufacturingCloud computing

Keywords include: 
artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, 
keras…

Keywords include: 
Azure, AWS, Google 
Cloud…

Keywords include: 3D 
printing, fused deposition 
modelling, direct digital 
manufacturing…



Professional, scientific & technical, Education, IT and financial & 
insurance were first sectors with strong growth in AI adoption
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AI Speed of adoption (rapid growth) by sector



Sometimes it is useful to use other data sources to validate 
Burning Glass findings
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Job vacancies requiring the skill ‘Deep Learning’ (red) vs Github repos whose ReadMe file include the string “deep 
learning” and whose owners are registered in the UK (blue)



Questions?
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Oleksii Romanko (KCL)
Khloe Evans, Ryan Schofield, Martin Wood & Gueorguie Vassilev (ONS)

Using online job advert data to 
inform human capital 
and labour demand

09/12/2020



Contents

1. ONS’ current experimental use for statistics
1. Validity
2. Methodology

2. KCL Partnership – extraction of skills
3. ONS’ aims and value added in this space



Presenting experimental data



Validation of Adzuna data

● Comparability is also seen in some other 

categories such as education, retail/wholesale 

and catering/hospitality

1. Index (2019=100)

2. Data cover January 2019 to November 2020

3. Vacancies data and Adzuna data available at the ONS website
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https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peoplenotinwork/unemployment/datasets/vacanciesandunemploymentvacs01
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/datasets/onlinejobadvertestimates


Methods for allocating job adverts 
to locations

i. Manually assign top ~2500 locations (covers ~80% of adverts)

2. Use regular expressions to identify and extract postcodes, 

matching them to a region using a postcode lookup file

iii. Modify geographical lookup file and clean locations

iv. Perform full exact description of text matching on the location 

against lookup file

5. Perform ‘contains’ text matching on the location against a 

hierarchical geography lookup file, giving more weight to matches 

which occur at the lower-level geographies (ward onwards)

7. Manually correct for known cases of incorrect allocation



Deduplication – pre-requisite for 
granular data

Why is duplication an issue & what causes it?

Duplicates are multiple adverts for the same post

1. Location spamming (local, regional and/or national)

2. Rewording across duplicates on different job platforms (extensive or subtle word tweaks)

3. Alternatively, adverts can “under-represent” true vacancies

How can we address it?

● Complex methods:

○ Cosine distance measures

○ Minhash/simhash/locality-sensitive hash algorithms 

● Simpler methods:

○ Removing whitespace or extra characters

○ Removing the first/last sentences of a job advert

Optimal processing time for weekly publication cycle is key



Skills Extraction (KCL partnership)
Avg number of skills per job posting % of jobs requiring skill in Education 

sector 



ONS’ future aims
• Consistent GSS view of vacancies and skills demand

• Understanding of biases, coverage gaps etc

• Consistent messaging = consistent decision making

• Coherent insights extraction

• Locations

• Occupation and Industry

• Human capital demand: skills and knowledge

• Requirements etc

• Skills demand linked to labour market conditions



THE HUMAN CAPITAL BEHIND AI: 

EVIDENCE ABOUT JOBS AND SKILLS

DEMAND FROM ONLINE JOB POSTINGS

Mariagrazia Squicciarini*, Heike Nachtigall†, Lea Samek* and Emile Cammeraat*

* Directorate for Science, Technology and Innovation

† Technopolis Group

ESCoE-BEIS Workshop on Online Job Vacancy Data, 9 December 2020



COMPLETED AND ONGOING WORK

Statistical 

representativeness 

of Burning Glass 

Technologies (BGT) 

data

Investigating jobs 

requiring AI-

related 

competencies, 

firms and 

industries posting 

AI-related jobs  

Characterising 

cognitive & non-

cognitive skill 

bundles required in 

these jobs

Defining core 

(development) and 

non-core (adoption) 

AI-related jobs 

based on skills and 

jobs identified

Characterising AI-

developers and AI-

adopters

WORK IN PROGRESS



• Good statistical representativeness at occupational level;

• Overall representativeness varies over years as coverage increases;

• Some occupational groups, e.g. “managers”, “professionals” and “technicians 

and associated professionals”, are better represented in the data compared to 

other occupational categories (generally low skilled occupations);

• Possibility to link to other occupation/industry data as job openings are already 

classified following international taxonomies;

• Advisable to use weights in analysis when results are to be generalised to inform 

policy, to have a balance representation of all occupational categories;

• Given the very nature of AI jobs, no weighting is needed, as AI is about 

algorithms and “lives” in the digital space => the vast majority of AI job 

openings are very likely to be posted online.

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF BGT



DEMAND FOR AI-RELATED WORKERS

Note: The database lacks job postings from the United Kingdom for December 2018.

Source: Nachtigall and Squicciarini (2020). Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.

SHARE OF AI-RELATED JOBS IN BGT, BY COUNTRY AND YEAR
AI-related vacancies are identified 

using 

1) the list of AI-related keywords 

of Baruffaldi et al. (2020) and 

2) a list of AI-related software 

and repositories validated by 

experts at UK BEIS.

“AI-related” jobs are those 

featuring at least two AI-related 

skills belonging to different 

concepts or methodologies in 

the online job description. 

One of these keywords may or 

may not be a software-related 

skill.

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/fr/science-and-technology/identifying-and-measuring-developments-in-artificial-intelligence_5f65ff7e-en


WHERE IN THE UK IS AI-TALENT HIRED?

2019

Note: 1/6 of AI-related jobs could not be exactly located and are not displayed in the map. 

Source: Samek, Squicciarini, and Cammeraat (forthcoming). Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.

2013

AI-related jobs are clustered

in relatively few areas, with 

the majority being in London

and its surrounding area.

Over time, new clusters are 

emerging and existing clusters 

are growing, e.g. around 

Belfast, Glasgow, Edinburgh, 

Manchester, Birmingham

and Oxford, to name just a 

few.



The total number of AI-

related jobs increases over 

time.

A growing number of jobs 

requires a growing number 

of AI-related skills.

In all countries, the overall 

average share of AI software-

related skills increases 

between 2012-18.

HOW MANY AI-RELATED SKILLS ARE DEMANDED IN

AI-RELATED JOBS?

FREQUENCY, JOBS REQUIRING 2 OR

MORE AI-RELATED SKILLS

Note: The database lacks job postings from the United 

Kingdom for December 2018.

Source: Nachtigall and Squicciarini (2020). Authors’ 

own compilation based on BGT data.



DEMAND FOR AI-RELATED WORKERS IN THE UK

NUMBER OF SKILLS DEMANDED BY GAFAM, 

2012-2019

Source: Samek, Squicciarini and Cammeraat (forthcoming). Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.

The skills that are demanded in these companies’ 

job postings differ, e.g. there exist 267 skills that 

can be uniquely found in Amazon’s job postings.  

This raises the question: do differences reflect 
real differences in the tasks and skills required 
from workers (and hence is AI developed or 
adopted)?  Or from different ways of wording 
similar skills in different companies? Or both?

We are looking into this!



AI-RELATED SKILLS IN AI-RELATED JOBS (US)

NETWORK OF SKILLS, CORR>0.1, 2017-19

 Skill bundles are very interrelated; 

 Neural networks is the central node;

Source: Squicciarini, Samek and Cammeraat (forthcoming). 

Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.



AI-RELATED SKILLS IN AI-RELATED JOBS (US)

NETWORK OF SKILLS, CORR>0.1, 2017-19

 Skill bundles are very interrelated; 

 Neural networks is the central node;

 A methodological / core 

developments part of the network, 

advancing AI itself, emerges (blue);

 An application-related part of the 

cluster emerges (orange);

 A robotics-related part of the cluster 

emerges (grey);

 Support functions / software bundles 

of skills emerge (green)

Source: Squicciarini, Samek and Cammeraat (forthcoming). 

Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.

Paradigms 

of functional 

programming

Robotics

AI 

applications

Core/

Developing AI



TOP 50 SKILLS IN AI-RELATED JOBS (US)

NETWORK OF SKILLS, CORR>0.1, 2017-19

 Top 50 skills appearing in AI-

related jobs tend to be rather 

“general”, and many of them relate 

to the “tools of the job”, i.e. are 

software-related (e.g. MATLAB, R, 

SAS, Java); 

Source: Squicciarini, Samek and Cammeraat (forthcoming). 

Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.



TOP 50 SKILLS IN AI-RELATED JOBS (US)

NETWORK OF SKILLS, CORR>0.1, 2017-19

 Top 50 skills appearing in AI-

related jobs tend to be rather 

“general”, and many of them relate 

to the “tools of the job”, i.e. are 

software-related (e.g. MATLAB, R, 

SAS, Java); 

 This is also confirmed by Python 

and SQL being the most central 

nodes;

 A number of non-cognitive skills 

are also required in most AI-

related jobs (purple)

Source: Squicciarini, Samek and Cammeraat (forthcoming). 

Authors’ own compilation based on BGT data.



THANK YOU

lea.samek@oecd.org

Ongoing work:

• Characterising cognitive & non-cognitive skill bundles required in these jobs

• Defining core (development) and non-core (adoption) AI-related jobs based 

on skills and jobs identified

• Characterising AI-developers and AI-adopters

• …………..
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